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Senate Announces

Rules for Smoking

At a recent meeting of the Senate, the main topic of discussion was the smoking rules for freshmen in the dormitories. The Senate concluded that a girl may smoke in her own room if her roommate doesn't object. A smoking room will be added for smoking in the dormitories. Smoking is forbidden in the dining halls, the gymnasium, and the library. Only men are permitted to smoke in the dormitories. This rule will be strictly enforced. A girl may be expelled for violation of this rule.

The Student Senate announced that a girl will not be permitted to go home and smoke, as this is against the rules. Women living in the dormitories will be granted a grace period, as this is the first year.

The Senator is co-chair of the Senate and was appointed by the dean. The by-laws state that the Truman will co-chair the Senate and that the Truman will co-chair the Senate.

The rights and freedoms of the student are guaranteed. The Senate is elected by the students and is responsible for the welfare of the college. The Senate has the power to make and amend laws, to elect officers, to conduct elections, and to secure the rights and liberties of the students.
Subsidization

When players punching time clocks and the question of how "football" costs is being raised, maybe college presidents and directors will be shaken from their tranquility and begin to clamp down on this subsidization monster that is threatening American football. Although inflation is not a factor in football, like in the case of the football players, the college president and the director of athletics must make it

be known that the college community will have to help carry the load with the guise of "student taxes" in order to help support football. Only few exceptions are seeing this counter and the worst is not only the money that is involved, but the prestige of the team as well.

When subsidization was carried on under the guise of "student fees," folks didn't kick too much, since the college was getting good football.

We will not be able to compete on our own alone; throughout the country schools whose enrollment includes "paying" players will find the same bugaboo constant. The solution is to have a "voluntary" subscription program, where every student is instructed to apply complimentary pass to the game. And did have some idea of the origin of those fat books.

Peculiar little people flitting about campus with no place to sit -- I will not name the two places where the same tried to sit. 

The football teams this year are

in the formative stage during sev-

eral weeks of practice. The machine is equipped with the latest fiction and non-fiction, current and popular magazines will be available to the football players for study.
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Belles Beat Beaver 20-0; Bears Blast PMC 13-0

Looking Em Over

In the first issue of this year, Weekend. Gaff from the Ortiz car- ing nine, no drinking, no late hours, no, we Mississippi!" Ever since then, having wondered what was the purpose east, the football team had dropped but one game. According to their scheme. There seemed to be no justification at all for being

Garnets Sling Bears With Last Half Rally

With darkness falling over the sold. Ursinus just a-hard fought and
gambled over the final tally on the field, last minute.
The Bears were never outplayed in any stage of the game, but unfortu-
nately, the fate of all seemed
to them. Their fighting spirit was vanquished and with ten degrees to go "knocked on the door" but no

Future Ursinus Fresh Meet With Disaster in Weekend Encounter

While the Bears were turning in a poor performance, the Saturday, F & M and Juniata the

Clammer-Derr Lead Dorm Hockey Hobson-Shreiner Close Second

The Clammer-Derr combination is working as well as possible and with good
formance. Composed of several physi-
cally weak players, who are able to make the
team along, this combination has

Interdorm Hockey Schedule:

1. Clammer-Derr
2. Leo-Finch
3. Glenn-Maples
4. Hooper-Shreiner
5. Lynnwood-South
6. Day
7. Thursday, November 7
8. Monday, November 11
9. Playoffs
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They sang Snowball, Dinner's Ghosts and Into Hallowe'en Atmosphere for Party Wednesday evening as the Y in the gymnasium. Walking under going adventurer. those attending beheld corn stalks, short entertainment presented by the traditional bad luck ladder. Highlight of the evening was the pumpkins, ghosts. and even a the Glenwood Quartet. Appearing decorations provided by Bill Nickel complete with white shirts, bow ties, and curlers and cold cream on their faces as was conducted by John Snyder '47, master of ceremonies. Ethel Ash-famous composers. were awarded one of the prizes while Mary Bednor '47, arrangeJ worth '47, and Bill Miksch '47, who Chairman for the refreshment while Jack Norman '47, Irvin Bos- for the evening's entertainment.

Jay Vees Trouble Beaver Coeds, 4-0

The Ursinus JV hockey team started off Ursinus victorious weekend end by whitewashing the Beaver squad last Friday by a 4-0 score. The Collegville girls got off an early lead and by the end of the first period had tallied three goals. Anita Fink, Phyl Ziegler and Jeene Loomis supplied the scoring power. Again in the last half Ursinus held the Newtown girls score- less while Ruth Pettit tallied the Bear's final score. This turned out to be one of the JVs best played games of the sea- son with Manlle Ballantine particular- ly effective for the defense. Pro, Ursinus Beaver LW Smith Kerns LF Frey Kennedy CF Pettit Scott RH Ziegler Brodley NW Loomis Winnegrab LH Moller Brack CH Lewis Proof HM Warren Tramonti LB Calhoun Pratt HB Blattmeyer Smith O Mathews Kraehle

Senate Announces Rules

(Continued from Page 3) it will provide the necessary material. The Senate also requested that the girls refrain from using Free- land reception room. It is to be used by that dormitory only.

Looking 'Em Over

(Continued from Page 3) one else. It isn't easy to hit the books at night after going through two gruelling hours of practice in the afternoon—and anyone who has watched the football team practice of late knows the boys aren't loosing.

Another fact to consider is that most of the squad members are veterans. It isn't like having a team of high school youngsters who've been used to the iron hand of a coach. These men are older and used to their own way of life. They are composed of so many good play- ers losing so many games.

Our football games so far have- n't been lost because of physical condition. We're convinced of this fact, although we can't put our finger on the reasons for a team composed of so many good play- ers losing so many games.
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